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Junior Researcher Programme
The Junior Researcher Programme (JRP) is a global initiative intended for students and early-career
researchers in psychology and behavioural sciences. This is a 13-month-long programme that seeks to
support students grouped into teams and supervised by early-career researchers (Supervisors). It offers
the chance to gain valuable experience in designing cross-cultural research in small groups, with the
overall aim to produce meaningful insights suitable for publication in scientific journals and beyond.

The teams come together in July during the jSchool, our annual summer school, where the new Junior
Researcher Programme cohort start working on projects generated by Supervisors, and that adhere to
the annual JRP theme. They then continue to carry out their projects over the following year, during
which they are expected to prepare a pre-registration manuscript. Junior Researchers and Supervisors
reunite at the Junior Researcher Programme Conference in Cambridge (United Kingdom) in August
the following year, where all teams present their research to an academic audience.

The JRP is an extra-curricular programme aimed at students that are enrolled in an Undergraduate or
Postgraduate programme (or comparable) or have recently completed their University studies.

For more information on the JRP, please consult our website.

jSchool
The jSchool is a one-week summer school held each July. It is the platform used to launch students into
conducting and completing their team’s research projects in an international setting across the
following 13-months. It is designed to create an environment where emerging researchers can start
enhancing their abilities, while delivering outcomes at a professional standard.

Participants can expect an exciting and fulfilling week, unlike any conference or workshop. During the
week, students will have the chance to get to know their project team and supervisor, spend several
hours each day working within the research group to create an appropriate design and management
plan for the project and the upcoming 13 months. This will be presented to the other participants at the
end of the jSchool week.

They will also benefit from talks from early-career researchers and JRP alumni, as well as attend our
Open Conference event. This allows participants to showcase their non-JRP research projects, as well as
network with researchers outside of the jSchool. On top of that, jSchool attendees will also be able to
take part in socials held during non-working hours. The final day of the jSchool includes the formal
induction into the Junior Researcher Programme.

For more information on the jSchool and the Open Conference, please consult the jSchool webpage.
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jSchool 2022
The Junior Researcher Programme is keeping up with government guidelines on global movement and
group gatherings during rollouts of the COVID-19 vaccine. While we have organised to meet in-person
and host a jSchool like all years prior to the pandemic, we must and will follow health and safety
regulations.

jSchool 2022 will be held from the 8th – 15th July 2022 at the Certosa di Pontignano, 5, 53019 (Siena,
ITALY). All participants are required to travel to Italy and be present for the entire jSchool timeframe.
The cost per participant is £425, all inclusive (accommodation, meals, events) except for all travel, which
must be organised and managed by the participant.

For more information on jSchool 2022, please consult the jSchool 2022 webpage.

Theme, Supervisors, and Research Projects

The jSchool 2022 theme is Sustainability: How psychology can contribute to the Sustainable
Development Goals.

6 PhD students in the role of Supervisors have been chosen to lead the research teams:

1. Believing in ourselves: Leveraging collective action from the pandemic to inspire climate
action, led by Jennifer Cole (Vanderbilt University, USA)

2. Sustainable aging in workplace: The effect of subtle discrimination experiences on job
attitudes and well-being, led by Irina Gioaba (New York University, Stern Business School, USA)

3. Improving mental health through urban policy: How do European cities address the social
determinants of mental health?, led by Daina Kosīte (Erasmus University Medical Centre, The
Netherlands)

4. Acting as we feel – which emotional responses to climate crisis motivate climate action?, led
by Lilla Nóra Kovács (Eotvos Lorand University, Hungary)

5. Instagram filters and psychological well-being: How to protect users from social media
perfection, led by Maria Sansoni (Catholic University of the Sacred Heart, Italy)

6. How to facilitate the protein transition? Exploring ways to encourage consumer
engagement, led by Lieke van den Boom (Utrecht University, The Netherlands)

For more information on the Supervisors of jSchool 2022, please consult the jSchool 2022 webpage.
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COVID-19 mitigation

During the in-person event, we expect all jSchool guests to behave according to the national COVID
guidelines and the venue’s policies set in place for July 2022

As of April 2022, we do not yet know what the guidelines for July 2022 are. We expect these to be
released by the Italian Ministry of Health in the next few months. We will be in frequent contact with all
jSchool guests prior to the event to ensure they are aware of updated guidelines and agree to them.

Should a person test positive to COVID-19 during the jSchool, we expect everyone to act according to
the guidelines set by the Italian Ministry of Health. This includes:

● The infected person must self-isolate as soon as possible. Should the venue not have
additional single rooms, we will ask the individual to isolate elsewhere. The JRP Team is not
responsible for finding an alternative accommodation, but will support the individual as much as
possible, to travel safely and efficiently to the new accommodation.

● All other jSchool participants must take a lateral flow test. The JRP Team is not responsible
for providing these for participants, so we ask everyone to bring a stock of lateral flow tests with
them at the event.

● All other jSchool participants must wear an FFP2 mask for the remaining time at the event.
The JRP Team is not responsible for providing these for participants, so we ask everyone to
bring a stock of FFP2 masks with them at the event.

Should new COVID health and safety regulations change and discourage in-person events, the JRP
reserves the right to switch to an online jSchool via Zoom. We will release further information, where
the in-person event cannot take place.
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Becoming a Junior Researcher
Each year, University students from all over the world are selected to join the Junior Researcher
Programme and work on a project as part of a research team for 13 months. As students, they must
attend the initial one-week event, the jSchool in July, and present their projects after 13 months at the
final event, the Junior Researcher Programme Conference. Once their journey is completed, they will
join the JRP Alumni Network, where they can get in touch with researchers of previous cohorts.

We expect all students to:

● Be highly motivated, interested in conducting a cross-cultural research project, and contribute
to the project execution and completion with their team for the entire 13-month timeframe.

● Attend the entirety of the mandatory events: jSchool and Junior Researcher Programme
Conference. Exceptional circumstances of absence must be communicated by the student and
confirmed by the JRP team, and where possible made known to the JRP team in advance.

Application window

To become a Junior Researcher in the Junior Researcher Programme, applicants must apply to
participate in the jSchool within the student application window. The call for students opens on
Friday 1st April 2022, 9:00 CEST (Rome time) and closes on Wednesday 11th May 2022, 23:59 CEST
(Rome time), after which the JRP will not accept any other submissions. Consult the next page for a
step-by-step guide on how to apply.

Please read the next section to learn how to apply to become a Junior Researcher.

Selection process

Once the window has closed, members of the JRP Team will review all applications, select students,
and allocate them to a research team. Successful students will be informed thereafter by the JRP
Team.

Accepting a place on the jSchool

Students must accept their place on the jSchool with their given research team by Wednesday 25th

May 2022.

They are also required to transfer the participation cost of the jSchool by Sunday 5th June 2022.
Details on how to safely transfer the cost will be provided.
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They must also confirm they have read and agreed to the JRP’s expectations and students’
obligations, in order to avoid issues before, during and after the jSchool:

1. I am aware that the Junior Researcher Programme is a fully independent organisation led by
volunteers that has no direct affiliation to any wider institution.

2. I am a psychology student by the JRP definition.
3. I meet all eligibility criteria.
4. I confirm all information provided in my application was (and remains) accurate and that any

intentional misrepresentation may result in dismissal from the programme or other appropriate
measures.

5. I am aware that prior to jSchool I will need to present an official document confirming my
student status (typically a student ID, certificate of enrolment, or graduation certificate).

6. I will make a non-refundable transfer of £425 within 10 working days of having received the offer
to be a jSchool student.

7. I will attend the full jSchool from the morning of 8th July to the evening of 15th July 2022 and
participate in all activities.

8. I am aware that the jSchool 2022 is happening in an in-person format (subject to unprecedented
new COVID regulations)

9. I confirm that I have a COVID-19 vaccination certificate valid in Europe. That is: I have received a
booster dose OR have received my last vaccine within the last 6 months from joining the jSchool
in person OR hold a medical exemption. I will allow the operators of the venue to verify this
status.

10. I agree to conduct a self-test for COVID-19 on the day I start my trip to jSchool 2022 and another
upon arrival at the venue.

11. I am aware that it is my responsibility to attend all event meetings at the designated time.
12. I will actively contribute throughout the full 13-month JRP calendar.
13. I will attend the JRP Conference 2023 and am responsible for costs associated.
14. I am aware that any issues that might arise throughout the year are my responsibility to

communicate to the jSchool Team (prior to jSchool) and the JRP Team (after the jSchool).
15. Any actions deemed to be harmful to the JRP, research groups, or any participant (team

member, student, lecturer, etc.) may be grounds for dismissal.
16. Late withdrawal without sufficient explanation or notice from any activity or agreed

commitment may also be grounds for dismissal.

Preparing for the jSchool

Infopacks, booklets, and research resources will be sent to students in the weeks following the selection
process, to get them ready for the upcoming jSchool.
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How to apply
Our application process is structured in a streamlined way, to ensure applicants’ experience is as
smooth and clear as possible. Please take all the following steps, to make sure you do not make
mistakes when applying to jSchool 2022. Ignoring these may reduce your chances of being selected.
The deadline to apply for jSchool 2022 is Wednesday 11th May 2022, 23:59 CEST (Rome time), after
which the JRP will not accept any other submissions.

1. Check your eligibility

Before submitting your application, read carefully the following eligibility criteria. Should you be unsure
of your eligibility, please complete our eligibility checker.

A) Age
● You must be over 18 years of age.

B) Level of English
● You should have an advanced level of English.
● While some level of understanding is given for those who have not engaged in an

international event of this type in the past, it is vital that you are comfortable
communicating, following technical presentations, and writing in English.

C) Enrollment in education
● You are currently enrolled in a full degree programme in psychology meeting the

European Higher Education Framework equivalent of Undergraduate (Bachelor /
Diploma) or Postgraduate (Master or equivalent degree).

● You must have completed at least 45 ECTS but not more than 360 (cumulative) ECTS,
or have completed at least one semester and started an additional semester according to
the US system, at the time of your application. You must not have completed more than
six years in your current field of study (including both your undergraduate and
postgraduate studies). Please consult the ECTS webpage for more information.

● Students that have finished their coursework but are completing exams, a mandatory
placement/practicum/internship, or a thesis during 2022 are eligible.

● You are also eligible if you graduated during 2022 with no more than 360 ECTS
(cumulative).

D) Primary degree
● Your primary degree should explicitly be in psychology as defined by the APA

Undergraduate Guidelines for psychology or the general APA Accreditation Guide for
postgraduate study. Note that these standards apply no matter in what country you
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study. If you are unsure if your institution meets this criterion, we advise you to check
with the appropriate authorities in your university of study.

● If your university does not explicitly offer psychology but an equivalent degree, we
advise you to communicate with us in advance of your application
(jschool@pscholars.org). We will inform you if this will be considered eligible.

E) Education institution
● The university where you are currently enrolled is in a country with a national

psychological organisation that is recognised by the American Psychological
Association or the European Federation of Psychologists’ Associations.1

F) Nationality
● There is no nationality requirement for selection to the programme but a minimum of

2/3 of places will be given to students currently studying in universities based in
Council of Europe states , .2 3

● If additional places are available after the initial places are filled, applicants from outside
the Council of Europe may be considered, under the condition that they can obtain
necessary tourist visas in order to attend compulsory JRP events, in particular the JRP
Conference in August 2023. The jSchool Team can provide an invitation letter for
successful applicants who require it, but all tasks and costs related to appropriate travel
documents are entirely the responsibility of the applicant. Precise needs should be
known in advance of applying.

G) Vaccination status
● You must have a COVID-19 vaccination certificate valid in Europe. This means you

must be vaccinated with a booster dose, or have received your last vaccine within the
last 6 months from joining the jSchool in person, or hold a medical exemption. Please
consult the EU Digital COVID Certificate webpage for more information. This status will
be verified by the operators of the venue.

2. Prepare your statement of purpose

As part of your application, you will be asked to submit a statement of purpose.

Three general sections must be discussed, but you are not required to follow the precise questions,
order, or limit the text to the topics mentioned:

3 Selections are not made on nationality or geographic representation. However, a minimum of 20 nationalities must be represented,
which typically limits jSchool selection to a maximum of three students from a given country.

2 Note that the Council of Europe is different from the European Union. CoE consists of 47 member states, which is what we use to
determine eligibility.

1 If your country does not have such an association, you should contact the jSchool Team to check if you are eligible. This condition is
typically in place to ensure access to ethical review committees.
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● Personal Motivation. Please outline why you are applying for the jSchool. This can link to
career aspirations, general research interests relevant to the JRP, the annual theme, and/or what
you might gain from participating.

● Research Experience. You should discuss any research experience you have, including
undergraduate dissertations or other projects as well as any extracurricular work. For those who
have not participated in research, please describe your interest and motivation in the area. Note
that the jSchool is aimed at providing students of all levels the opportunity to participate in
research, so inexperience is not a disqualification as long as the motivation is clearly described.
There is no need to overstate experience if you feel you have not had sufficient opportunities.

● Research Project Preference. For your choice, please explain what appeals to you about this
project, why you wish to join it, and what you would bring to the project in terms of experience
and skills. Please explain only your interests and do not outline the topic itself.

To maintain consistency in the format of the documents, we will only consider applications as eligible
if the statement of purpose is formatted according to the following guidelines:

● File and name. Your statement of purpose should be saved as a PDF, with the name
“SURNAME_ SoP2022.pdf”. For example, “PIAGET_SoP2022.pdf”.

● Title. The title should be “SURNAME Statement of Purpose”. Do not include other titles. The
typography for the title is Times New Roman, 14 pt, bold. This title should be left-aligned.

● Word. The word limit is 800. The count begins with the first word after the title. Any
subheadings will be counted toward the 800-word limit.

● Text. The typography for the text should be Times New Roman, size 12. This text should all be
plain (e.g., no bold type, no italics, no underlining). This text should be justified.

● Paragraph. Paragraphs should be written with single spaces. Please leave one line between
paragraphs.

● Margins. The margins should be 1 cm each side, top and bottom, using the standard A4 layout.

● Headers and footers. Do not include headers or footers.

3. Prepare your CV

As part of your application, you will be asked to upload your CV.

While we welcome independence in producing these, we will only consider applications as eligible if
the CV follows following guidelines:
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● File and name. CV should be saved as a PDF with the name “SURNAME_CV2022.pdf”. For
example, “PIAGET_CV2022.pdf”.

● Length. Please limit your CV to two pages. Extending beyond this is only accepted in the case
of publications and conference presentations.

● Format. Europass CVs are not permitted. Other templates are not strictly prohibited.

● Content. Applicants can include any content they deem relevant to the role, but information on
current and past study should be included. Do not include a picture of yourself in the CV.

4. Complete the online application form
To apply to become a student at jSchool 2022, please complete the online student application form.

Please ensure you have the following information at hand, as once you start your application form
you cannot go back to previous section:

● Opening page. This provides you with a format overview of the application form, as well as our
Privacy Notice. There are no details to input or documents to upload on this page. Please
review and carefully read all information. You must agree to our data storage processes to
continue completing the application form.

● Understanding the programme. You must confirm you have understood how the programme
works, and that providing incorrect information may result in dismissal from the programme. All
boxes must be ticked to continue completing the application form.

● Personal details. Please ensure you input accurate information and provide it exactly as you
wish it to appear on any formal documentation. We will do our best to reflect any non-English
characters in spelling. Place ‘NA’ in any sections not relevant to you. These include:

- Full name on documents: Any personal, non-academic titles (Mr, Ms, Mrs, Jr, Sr, etc.)
- Address: Preferably details that are most likely to apply through to August 2023
- Nationality: Only countries for which you hold official citizenship documents or a current

passport
- Primary country of study: Country in which you are currently enrolled for your full degree
- Current country of study: Country of a placement, study abroad, or Erasmus exchange
- Email: Preferably an email that will be accessible through to August 2023
- Telephone: The phone number you would use at the jSchool
- Special requirements: Any allergies or other necessary information we should be aware  of

● Commitments. You must select all four boxes in order to proceed.
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● Education. Please use official university names. We do not require faculty/department
specifications. Place ‘NA’ in any sections not relevant to you.

- Primary university: Your primary university where you will receive your degree
- Primary degree title: Level (e.g., BSc, MSc) and name (e.g., Psychology) of your degree
- Current university: University hosting current study abroad or exchange/placement
- Further degrees: If you have more than one prior or current degrees, describe these briefly. Please

include them also in your CV

● English language. These items are based on the Common European Framework of Reference
for Language, which is set by the Council of Europe.

● Project choice. Please select the project you are applying for. Please consider that although we
try to respect your project preference, you might be allocated to another research group. In the
event in which we have too many applicants for one project, please indicate in the following
application page which project(s) you would NOT like to be placed in.

● Country representation. Please select the country you are from and would be happy to
represent. We may allocate you the country of study (if it is different from your country of
citizenship).

● Preference of jSchool format. Please select which jSchool format (virtual / in-person / both) you
would be open to attend in July. You can rest assured that your response will not affect your
application and/or chances of being selected to the jSchool. Should you change your mind on
your decision, you can inform the jSchool team directly via email at jschool@pscholars.org.

● Statement of purpose. Upload a statement of purpose as a PDF document titled
“SURNAME_SoP2022.pdf”. For example, “PIAGET_SoP2022.pdf”.

● CV. Upload your CV as a PDF document titled “SURNAME_CV2022.pdf. For example,
“PIAGET_CV2022.pdf”.

● Photo. Upload a photograph of yourself (max size 150kb) titled “SURNAME_ID.png”. For
example, “PIAGET_ID.png”. Please make sure your face is clearly visible and save it as a PNG or
JPG. Please note that we do not consult photos throughout the selection process. Photos are
required solely for security reasons.

5. Submit your application

Once you have completed all the sections above, your application will be submitted. You will see an
on-screen confirmation followed by a confirmation email to the email address you have provided. We
highly recommend keeping a document version of your application should you experience any issues.

Your application will be reviewed with all other applications after the deadline for student applications.
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Testimonials
“The Junior Researcher Programme was my first platform to share my experiences and research
interests with like-minded people across the globe. I was the first ever Sri Lankan to be part of this
programme, which really improved my chances of getting into a doctorate. The unforgettable week we
spent in beautiful Tuscany and the work we carried out from there on not only contributed to my
personal, academic and career growth, but also facilitated building strong lifelong friendships with
some of the most brilliant researchers worldwide.”

Lasara Kariyawasam, 2018 – 2019 cohort
University of Southampton

Representing: Sri Lanka

“Being part of the JRP has allowed me to grow so much both academically and socially. I joined after
my first year at university and had practically no experience in research. However, the support, passion
and encouragement of my supervisor Dr Tomas Folke, my research team, and the rest of JRP, made this
an incredible learning environment for me. As a result, the JRP has been a big factor shaping my
undergraduate experience and I now hope to pursue research in the future. I wholeheartedly
recommend anyone to join the JRP no matter how much or how little research experience you have.
You will find a strong community of passionate and dedicated people ready to both support and
challenge you!”

Anna Louise Todsen
2019 – 2020 cohort, University of St. Andrews

Representing: Denmark

“Coming from a degree that is mostly focused on Clinical Psychology, I had significant knowledge gaps
in research methodology and practice. jSchool was a life-changing experience that helped me develop
the academic skills I needed to pursue a career in research. For the first time, I went through every
stage of a typical social science research project - getting ethical board approval, planning a research
study, collecting and analyzing data, publishing a scientific paper, and all that while working with
international team members with various skills sets. I would say that jSchool is a sort of a “Bootcamp”
in psychology and behavioral sciences - for 13 months you get substantial know-how of research
methods and plenty of opportunities to apply them.”

Ivaylo Sakelariev
2019 – 2020 cohort, Sofia University

Representing: Bulgaria
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